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Five Possible Explanations

1. Baumol’ Disease

2. Bowen’s Revenue Theory of Costs

3. Arms Race

4. The Lattice and the Ratchet

5. (Bennett Hypothesis) – lacking evidence



Baumol’s Disease



Baumol’s Disease

● There are productive and non-productive sectors of the economy.

● Workers require living wages in both sectors.

● In the non-productive sector, where productivity is stable, there are no productivity 

improvements in output per hour worked so increases in wages become increases in 

labor costs.

● A famous example is of a string quintet where it took five players to play a Mozart 

concerto the year it was released (say the string quintet No. 2 in C minor from 1787). 

Today to perform that same concerto, five musicians are still required and it will take 

the same length of time to perform, yet the wages for professional musicians have risen 

in the last 235 years. 
○ These increases in wages are reflected in increases in ticket prices.

● Higher education shares many similarities with a non-productive sector and is a very 

people-heavy sector.
○ The increases in wages is reflected in increases in tuition prices.



Source: 

https://www.vox.com/ne

w-

money/2017/5/4/15547

364/baumol-cost-

disease-explained

https://www.vox.com/new-money/2017/5/4/15547364/baumol-cost-disease-explained


Bowen’s Revenue Theory of Costs

● Universities raise all the money they can and spend all the money they raise.



Bowen’s Five Rules

1. "The dominant goals of institutions are educational excellence, prestige, and 

influence."

2. "There is virtually no limit to the amount of money an institution could spend for 

seemingly fruitful educational ends."

3. "Each institution raises all the money it can."

4. "Each institution spends all it raises."

5. "The cumulative effect of the preceding four laws is toward ever increasing 

expenditure."



Arms Race



Arms Race Characteristics

“The characteristics of an arms race appear to be these: 

● Each competitor has incentives to behave in ways that, collectively, may 

damage them all. 

● Nothing internal to the arms race tends to bring it to an end except, perhaps, 

the exhaustion of the competitors' resources. 

● The race itself has no finish line that indicates success. It's a continuing 

process that can only be ended by ending the process. 

● The end of an arms race can come through an agreement to stop the 

competition, an agreement reached for the common good or imposed 

externally, 

● But any agreement to stop the process is inherently fragile as long as 

individual advantage accrues to its violation. 



Arms Race

Climbing Wall, Colorado State University, Fort Collins



Arms Race

The University of Colorado in Boulder



Arms Race

Colorado State University in Fort Collins



Arms Race in Knowledge Production Too

● Universities produce new knowledge
○ Pressure to hire faculty in emerging areas, increased technology needs in new fields, new 

courses, new disciplines and departments are developed.

● “Old” knowledge and disciplines still matter and need to be maintained.

● The layers of new knowledge on top of old knowledge results in pressure to 

add courses, faculty, technology, buildings to keep up with the expanding 

knowledge.
○ Massey & Wilger (1992).



Lattice and Ratchet



The Lattice and the Ratchet

The Lattice: 

● Work that faculty used to do goes to administrators, who naturally seek to 

expand the scope of their operations.

The Ratchet: 

● Faculty drift away from institutional goals like teaching and toward disciplinary 

goals like research. 



The Administrative Lattice

● “The pervasiveness of an administrative entrepreneurism has also increased 

institutional costs. As administrative staffs have increased in size, they have 

tended to become more professional. One consequence of employing more 

highly trained individuals has been better management. Institutions have 

become more technologically sophisticated and better able to serve their 

clientele. An unintended consequence has been that academic and 

administrative support staffs have come to "own" their jobs in much the same 

way that faculty do. They have created their own set of goals and priorities for 

the institution. Inevitably, one of their goals is to expand their own area (Pew 

Higher Education Research Program, 1990, p. 3).”
○ Massey & Wilger (1992).



The Lattice

● Shifting what was once faculty work to administrators



The Ratchet “Output Creep”

● Faculty time shifting from teaching to 

research, publication, and professional 

service .

● Most pronounced at elite research 

institutions.

● Faculty time use is typically self-selected. 

Building reputations outside of their home 

institution increases a faculty member’s 

market power.
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Bennett Hypothesis



The Bennett Hypothesis

● “If anything, increases in financial aid in 

recent years have enabled colleges and 

universities blithely to raise their tuitions, 

confident that Federal loan subsidies would 

help cushion the increase.”

● Bill Bennett was the US Secretary of 

Education 1985-1988 under President 

Reagan.

● New York Times Op-Ed appeared Feb. 18, 

1987



What Can Be Done?

It depends which theory is likely to be true . . .

Cost Disease: Seek out as much administrative and back office efficiency as possible, 
but understand that core faculty will just get more expensive over time.

Revenue Theory of Costs: set limits on tuition and appropriations increase; make 
increases in both steady, dependable and limited

Arms Race: Use policy to ensure that institutions are directing entrepreneurial activity 
toward societal goals 

These are not mutually exclusive!



Questions?



Additional Rationales for Price Increases

● Salary increases
○ Not true across fields

○ Not true for adjunct and contingent workforce

● Increased government regulation and reporting burdens
○ While there are burdens and they have increased over time with accountability movements, 

this work is typically a small share of institutional resources.

● Waste and abuse “organizational slack”



Other concerns

● Access-Quality-Efficiency zero sum game (Johnstone).

● Reduced subsidy values even with increased prices.















Other Explanations: The “Lattice and the Ratchet”



● Massy, W. F., & Wilger, A. K. (1992). Productivity in Postsecondary 

Education: A New Approach. Educational Evaluation and Policy Analysis, 

14(4), 361–376. https://doi.org/10.3102/01623737014004361

https://doi.org/10.3102/01623737014004361


The Lattice



Gordon Winston – Why College is Not Like a Firm

● Non-distribution constraint

● Asymmetric information

● Idealistic goals

● Prestige maximization

● Donative nonprofits

● Commercial nonprofits

● Donative-commercial nonprofits

● Customer-input technology

● Peer effects

● Trust market

● Cross-subsidization



The Arms Race



The Arms Race


